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Hitler's Japanese Confidant - Carl Boyd 1993
In 1940, the US Army Signal Intelligence Service
broke the Japanese diplomatic code. In 1975
Oshima Hiroshi, Japan's ambassador to Berlin
during World War II, died, never knowing that
the hundreds of messages he transmitted to
Tokyo had been fully decoded by the Americans
and whisked off to Washington, providing a
major source of information for the Allies on
Nazi activities.
The Pacific War - Douglas Ford 2012-02-23
A rich and broadranging account of the AsiaPacific campaigns of WWII.
Secret War Against Japan - Allison Ind
2014-02-12
The Secret War Against Japan, by Colonel Allison
W. Ind of the United States Army, was originally
published in 1958 as Allied Intelligence Bureau:
Our Secret Weapon in the War Against Japan.
Now once again available, the book is the
dramatic accounting of the principal activities of
the AIB—the Allied Intelligence Bureau—a group
of British, Australian, Dutch, and American
clandestine services formed in June 1942 during
World War II. It was the task of the AIB to get
spies and coastwatchers into the right places,
not only amid the islands of the Philippines, but
in a vast area of the southwestern Pacific. The
AIB also supported and conducted numerous
guerrilla operations throughout the region. Their
contribution to the Allied victory was significant,
and in part reflected in the over 170 decorations

awarded to members of the AIB. This new
edition includes a Preface by Steve W. Chadde,
maps, and photographs of AIB activities and
personnel.
The Elusive Enemy - Douglas Ford 2011-10-15
In this exploration of U.S. naval operations and
intelligence-gathering efforts, Douglas Ford
introduces a new perspective on the clash
between the United States and Japan in the
Pacific. At the outset of the war, the U.S. Navy
could not accurately determine the fighting
efficiency of Japan’s Imperial Navy and landbased fighting forces. As the capabilities
designed to improve intelligence gathering
evolved, technology, ingenuity, and sheer luck
often combined to produce useful, but
incomplete, information. Only through combat
over an extended period of time, Ford
demonstrates, did the U.S. Navy actually identify
the capabilities of its adversary. The intense
combat produced a trove of information obtained
from prisoners, captured weapons, and
documents, and firsthand accounts of American
naval personnel often provided some the most
actionable intelligence of the war. In recent
years, a large number of documents related to
intelligence activities during World War II has
been declassified and made available in U.S. and
British archives. As a result, a steady flow of
work on the subject has emerged. However,
much of the work on intelligence has focused on
signals decrypts and clandestine operations. The
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subject of qualitative intelligence about the
performance and fighting capabilities of the
Imperial Japanese Navy has remained largely
unexplored. The Elusive Enemy fills that void. As
a historical case study, it demonstrates how
intelligence plays a critical role in influencing
the conduct of warfare and the manner in which
threat perceptions influence international
relations. It also serves as an explanation of
cultural factors and their subsequent influence
on U.S. and Japanese military practices. Finally,
it is an innovative explanation of American
perceptions regarding the Japanese during a
critical period of history. Such a comprehensive
examination of the impact of intelligence on the
conduct of various campaigns is without parallel.
Russian Military Intelligence in the War with
Japan, 1904-05 - Evgeny Sergeev 2007
Examining Russian military intelligence in the
war with Japan of 1904-05, this book, based on
newly-accessible documents from the tsarist era
military, naval and diplomatic archives, gives an
overview of the origins, structure and
performance of Russian military intelligence in
the Far East at the turn of the twentieth century,
investigating developments in strategic and
tactical military espionage, as well as combat
renaissance. It provides a comprehensive
reappraisal of the role of military intelligence in
the years immediately preceding the First World
War, by comparing the Russian military secret
services to those of the other great powers,
including Britain, Germany, France and Japan.
Historical Dictionary of World War II
Intelligence - Nigel West 2007-11-12
In the years immediately following World War II,
information was disclosed about what has been
termed the shadow war of the existence of
hitherto secret agencies. In Germany it was the
Abwehr and the Sicherheitsdienst; in Britain it
was MI5, the Secret Intelligence Service (MI6)
and Special Operations Executive (SOE); in the
United States it was the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) and the Special Intelligence
Service (SIS) of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI); in Japan it was the
Kempet'ai; and in Italy the Servicio di
Informazione Militare (SIM). Sixty years after
World War II secrets are still being revealed
about the covert activities that took place. Many
countries had secret agencies maintaining

covert operations, but even ostensibly neutral
countries also conducted secret operations.
Changes in American, British, and even Soviet
official attitudes to declassification in the 1980s
allowed thousands of secret documents to be
made available for public examination, and the
result was extensive revisionism of the
conventional histories of the conflict, which
previously had excluded references to secret
intelligence sources. The Historical Dictionary of
World War II Intelligence tells the emerging
history of the intelligence world during World
War II. This is done through a chronology, an
introduction, a bibliography, and hundreds of
cross-referenced dictionary entries on the secret
agencies, operations, and events. The world of
double agents, spies, and moles during WWII is
explained in the most comprehensive reference
currently available.
Nisei linguists: Japanese Americans in the
Military Intelligence Service During World
War II (Paperbound) - James C. McNaughton
2006
"This book tells the story of an unusual group of
American soldiers in World War II, secondgeneration Japanese Americans (Nisei) who
served as interpreters and translators in the
Military Intelligence Service."--Preface.
Intelligence Studies in Britain and the US Christopher R. Moran 2013-03-31
The first introduction to writing about
intelligence and intelligence services. Secrecy
has never stopped people from writing about
intelligence. From memoirs and academic texts
to conspiracy-laden exposes and spy novels,
writing on intelligence abounds. Now, this new
account uncovers intelligence historiography's
hugely important role in shaping popular
understandings and the social memory of
intelligence. In this first introduction to these
official and unofficial histories, a range of
leading contributors narrate and interpret the
development of intelligence studies as a
discipline. Each chapter showcases new archival
material, looking at a particular book or series of
books and considering issues of production,
censorship, representation and reception.
Britain's Secret War Against Japan,
1937-1945 - Douglas Ford 2006
Focusing on the Pacific War, this work explains
how intelligence played a vital role in shaping
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Britain's conduct of its campaigns against the
Japanese in Southeast Asia. It compares the
effectiveness of British and Japanese intelligence
and illustrates how cultural factors made a
crucial difference in the outcome.
Eagle Against the Sun - Ronald H. Spector
2020-11-03
“The best book by far on the Pacific War” (The
New York Times Book Review), this classic onevolume history of World War II in the Pacific
draws on declassified intelligence files; British,
American, and Japanese archival material; and
military memoirs to provide a stunning and
complete history of the conflict. This “superbly
readable, insightful, gripping” (Washington Post
Book World) contribution to WWII history
combines impeccable research with electrifying
detail and offers provocative interpretations of
this brutal forty-four-month struggle. Author and
historian Ronald H. Spector reassesses US and
Japanese strategy and shows that the dual
advance across the Pacific by MacArthur and
Nimitz was more a pragmatic solution to
bureaucratic, doctrinal, and public relations
problems facing the Army and Navy than a
strategic calculation. He also argues that Japan
made its fatal error not in the Midway campaign
but in abandoning its offensive strategy after
that defeat and allowing itself to be drawn into a
war of attrition. Spector skillfully takes us from
top-secret strategy meetings in Washington,
London, and Tokyo to distant beaches and
remote Asian jungles with battle-weary GIs. He
reveals that the US had secret plans to wage
unrestricted submarine warfare against Japan
months before Pearl Harbor and shows that
MacArthur and his commanders ignored
important intercepts of Japanese messages that
would have saved thousands of lives in Papua
and Leyte. Throughout, Spector contends that
American decisions in the Pacific War were
shaped more often by the struggles between the
British and the Americans, and between the
Army and the Navy, than by strategic
considerations. Spector vividly recreates the
major battles, little-known campaigns, and
unfamiliar events leading up to the deadliest air
raid ever, adding a new dimension to our
understanding of the American war in the Pacific
and the people and forces that determined its
outcome.

The Cambridge History of the Second World War
- John Ferris 2015-04-23
The military events of the Second World War
have been the subject of historical debate from
1945 to the present. It mattered greatly who
won, and fighting was the essential determinant
of victory or defeat. In Volume 1 of The
Cambridge History of the Second World War a
team of twenty-five leading historians offer a
comprehensive and authoritative new account of
the war's military and strategic history. Part I
examines the military cultures and strategic
objectives of the eight major powers involved.
Part II surveys the course of the war in its key
theatres across the world, and assesses why one
side or the other prevailed there. Part III
considers, in a comparative way, key aspects of
military activity, including planning, intelligence,
and organisation of troops and matérial, as well
as guerrilla fighting and treatment of prisoners
of war.
Intelligence and Statecraft - Peter J. Jackson
2005
'Intelligence and Statecraft' explores the
constant nature and limits of intelligence, and
examines how the practices of intelligence
collection and analysis have remained essentially
unchanged since the Roman era.
How I Discovered World War II's Greatest Spy
and Other Stories of Intelligence and Code David Kahn 2014-01-17
Spies, secret messages, and military intelligence
have fascinated readers for centuries but never
more than today, when terrorists threaten
America and society depends so heavily on
communications. Much of what was known
about communications intelligence came first
from David Kahn's pathbreaking book, The
Codebreakers. Kahn, considered the dean of
intelligence historians, is also the author of
Hitler’s Spies: German Military Intelligence in
World War II and Seizing the Enigma: The Race
to Break the German U-Boat Codes, 1939-1943,
among other books and articles. Kahn’s latest
book, How I Discovered World War II's Greatest
Spy and Other Stories of Intelligence and Code,
provides insights into the dark realm of
intelligence and code that will fascinate
cryptologists, intelligence personnel, and the
millions interested in military history, espionage,
and global affairs. It opens with Kahn telling
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how he discovered the identity of the man who
sold key information about Germany’s Enigma
machine during World War II that enabled Polish
and then British codebreakers to read secret
messages. Next Kahn addresses the question
often asked about Pearl Harbor: since we were
breaking Japan’s codes, did President Roosevelt
know that Japan was going to attack and let it
happen to bring a reluctant nation into the war?
Kahn looks into why Nazi Germany’s totalitarian
intelligence was so poor, offers a theory of
intelligence, explicates what Clausewitz said
about intelligence, tells—on the basis of an
interview with a head of Soviet
codebreaking—something about Soviet Comint
in the Cold War, and reveals how the Allies
suppressed the second greatest secret of WWII.
Providing an inside look into the efforts to
gather and exploit intelligence during the past
century, this book presents powerful ideas that
can help guide present and future intelligence
efforts. Though stories of WWII spying and
codebreaking may seem worlds apart from social
media security, computer viruses, and Internet
surveillance, this book offers timeless lessons
that may help today’s leaders avoid making the
same mistakes that have helped bring at least
one global power to its knees. The book includes
a Foreword written by Bruce Schneier.
Allied and Axis Signals Intelligence in
World War II - David Alvarez 2013-11-05
The importance of codebreaking and signals
intelligence in the diplomacy and military
operations of World War II is reflected in this
study of the cryptanalysts, not only of the US
and Britain, but all the Allies. The codebreaking
war was a global conflict in which many
countries were active. The contributions reveal
that, for the Axis as well as the Allies, success in
the signals war often depended upon close
collaboration among alliance partners.
The Other Ultra - Ronald Lewin 1982
The story of the contribution made to the Second
World War in Europe and North Afica by Ultra,
the intelligence derived from the decipherment
of the Germans' Enigma-coded signals, is now
well known. Ronald Lewin's The Other Ultra,
based on contemporary secret documents only
recently released, tells for the first time the
story of the immense contribution made by
signal intelligence to the war against Japan. This

intelligence was of two kinds: The intelligence
known as Magic, gathered from the breaking of
the Japanese diplomatic signals enciphered on
the machine called Purple; and the intelligence
derived from the breaking of the Japanese naval
and military codes, know to the Americans as
Ultra.
British Intelligence and the Japanese Challenge
in Asia, 1914-41 - A. Best 2002-07-16
This is the first full-length study of the role
played by British Intelligence in influencing
policy towards Japan from the decline of the
Alliance to the outbreak of the Pacific War.
Using many previously classified records it
describes how the image of Japan generated by
Intelligence during this period led Britain to
underestimate Japanese military capabilities in
1941. The book shows how this image was
derived from a lack of adequate intelligence
resources and racially driven assumptions about
Japanese national characteristics.
Signals Intelligence in World War II - Donal
J. Sexton 1996-01-01
In 1974 Frederick W. Winterbotham's book "The
Ultra Secret" disclosed the Allied success in
breaking the German high command ciphers in
World War II, and a new form of history began-the study of intelligence and its impact on
military operations and international politics.
This guide documents and annotates over 800
sources that have appeared in the past 20 years.
It examines and evaluates primary and
secondary sources dealing with the role of
ULTRA and MAGIC in the Pearl Harbor attack,
the battles of the Atlantic, Coral Sea, and
Midway, and the campaigns in the
Mediterranean, Northwest Europe, the Middle
East, and the Pacific, as well as in the realm of
espionage and special operations. It also covers
sources on the Sigint and cryptanalytic
programs of the Axis and neutral powers. The
book examines and annotates primary and
secondary sources on the role of ULTRA and
MAGIC in the Pearl Harbor attack, the battles of
the Atlantic, Coral Sea, and Midway, and the
campaigns in the Mediterranean, Northwest
Europe, the Middle East, and the Pacific, as well
as in the realm of espionage and special
operations. It also provides details on sources
concerned with Sigint and cryptanalytic
programs of the Axis and neutral powers.
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The Dragon's War - Maochun Yu 2013-07-31
Making full use of significant new sources in
Chinese-language materials, U.S. Naval
Academy professor Maochun Yu provides
Western readers with the first detailed account
of military and intelligence operations conducted
inside China by foreign powers between 1937
and 1945. He also addresses the profound
impact of these operations upon China's
nationalism, wartime politics, and overall
military campaigns. Arguing that operations by
the USSR, the United States, Britain, and
France, in particular, challenged the authority
and legitimacy of the Chinese nationalist
government, he illustrates how the failure of the
Nationalist Government under Chiang Kai-shek
to control these operations contributed to its
demise following World War II. This provocative
work unveils like never before the extraordinary
intrigue, command and operational
manipulations, international espionage, and
politics surrounding military and intelligence
operations in wartime China among the allies. It
covers such topics as foreign military aid
programs to China; the Chinese secret police's
massive joint intelligence organization with the
U.S. Navy; special intelligence initiatives
conducted by the British, Free French, and
Americans; secret British and American dealings
with the Chinese Communists; America's first
covert overseas military operation (the Flying
Tigers); and Soviet and American military
personnel in the China theater. The author
points to the remarkable political and military
ramifications that these operations had in China,
including the inadvertent creation of conditions
that allowed the rise of Communist China. With
its implications on the world scene today, such
an important new perspective of China during its
war against Japan will appeal to a general
audience as well as to students of World War II
and specialists in the military and intelligence
communities.
The Cambridge History of the Second World
War: Volume 1, Fighting the War - John Ferris
2017-11-23
The military events of the Second World War
have been the subject of historical debate from
1945 to the present. It mattered greatly who
won, and fighting was the essential determinant
of victory or defeat. In Volume 1 of The

Cambridge History of the Second World War a
team of twenty-five leading historians offer a
comprehensive and authoritative new account of
the war's military and strategic history. Part I
examines the military cultures and strategic
objectives of the eight major powers involved.
Part II surveys the course of the war in its key
theatres across the world, and assesses why one
side or the other prevailed there. Part III
considers, in a comparative way, key aspects of
military activity, including planning, intelligence,
and organisation of troops and matérial, as well
as guerrilla fighting and treatment of prisoners
of war.
Uncovering Ways of War - Thomas G. Mahnken
2002
Using formerly classified sources - in particular,
the reports of military attaches and other
diplomat-officers - Thomas G. Mahnken sheds
light on the shadowy world of U.S. intelligence
gathering, tracing how America learned of
military developments in Japan, Germany, and
Great Britain in the period between the two
world wars. The interwar period witnessed both
a considerable shift in the balance of power in
Europe and Asia and the emergence of new ways
of war, such as carrier aviation, amphibious
operations, and combined-arms armored
warfare. American attempts to follow these
developments, Mahnken says, illustrate the
problems that intelligence organizations face in
their efforts to bridge the gulf between prewar
expectations and wartime reality. He finds three
reasons for intelligence's relative lack of
success: intelligence agencies are more inclined
to monitor established weapons systems than to
search for new ones; their attention is more
likely to focus on technology and doctrine
already demonstrated in combat; and they have
more success identifying innovation in areas
their own country is testing.
Britain, Japan and Pearl Harbour - Antony Best
2013-10-18
Recent controversies about Pearl Harbour have
highlighted the need for a new assessment of
British policy towards Japan during the period
leading up to the Pacific War. Britain, Japan and
Pearl Harbour provides a thorough and
authoritative account of British efforts to avert
conflict with Japan, and makes use of the most
recently released material from British archives,
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including information from intelligence sources.
This is the most comprehensive study so far of
British policy towards East Asia in this period. It
illustrates the extent of British weakness in the
region and the degree to which the constant
need to appease American opinion hamstrung
Britain's ability to achieve an understanding
with Japan.
The Faraway War - Richard James Aldrich 2005
Taps into a huge variety of diarists to explore the
Second World War in the Pacific. From the
dramatic bombing of Pearl Harbour to the
devastating moment when the atomic bomb was
dropped on Hiroshima, the war is brought to life
through the diaries of people on all sides, with
events recorded as they happened.
Witness to War - Richard Aldrich 2004
Using compelling material from a startling range
of diaries, this work offers a fresh perspective on
the experience of ordinary individuals during the
Second World War.
The Shadow Warriors of Nakano - Stephen C.
Mercado 2003-03-17
In the history of the twentieth century, the role
of the military intelligence services in the
competition among nations is still murky. Among
the world's foremost intelligence services, those
of Imperial Japan remain the least known. Few
stories are as compelling as those surrounding
the Japanese Army's Nakano School. From 1938
to 1945, the Nakano School trained more than
2,000 men in intelligence gathering,
propaganda, and irregular warfare. Working in
the shadows, these dedicated warriors executed
a range of missions, from gathering intelligence
in Latin America to leading commando raids
against American lines in Papua New Guinea, in
the Philippines, and on Okinawa. They played
major roles in operations to subvert British rule
in India, and they organized Japanese civilians
into guerrilla units that would have made the
invasion of Japan a bloodbath. One graduate
used his Nakano commando training to elude
U.S. and Philippine military patrols until
emerging from the jungle nearly thirty years
after the war's end. In the decades after World
War II, graduates of the school worked to obtain
from the United States and Russia the release of
imprisoned war criminals and the recovery of
lost territory, including Okinawa. Based on
archival research and the memoirs of Japanese

veterans, The Shadow Warriors of Nakano
shines a much-needed light into the shadows of
World War II and postwar Japanese affairs.
British Intelligence and the Japanese Challenge
in Asia, 1914–1941 - A. Best 2002-07-16
This is the first full-length study of the role
played by British Intelligence in influencing
policy towards Japan from the decline of the
Alliance to the outbreak of the Pacific War.
Using many previously classified records it
describes how the image of Japan generated by
Intelligence during this period led Britain to
underestimate Japanese military capabilities in
1941. The book shows how this image was
derived from a lack of adequate intelligence
resources and racially driven assumptions about
Japanese national characteristics.
Japanese Intelligence in World War II - Ken
Kotani 2009-09-22
In the eyes of history, Japanese intelligence in
World War II has fared very poorly. However,
these historians have most often concentrated
on the later years of the war, when Japan was
fighting a multi-front war against numerous
opponents. In this groundbreaking new study,
Japanese scholar Ken Kotani re-examines the
Japanese Intelligence department, beginning
with the early phase of the war. He points out
that without the intelligence gathered by the
Japanese Army and Navy they would have been
unable to achieve their long string of victories
against the forces of Russia, China, and Great
Britain. Notable in these early campaigns were
the successful strikes against both Singapore
and Pearl Harbor. Yet as these victories
expanded the sphere of Japanese control, they
also made it harder for the intelligence services
to gather accurate information about their
growing list of adversaries. At the battle of
Midway in 1942, Japanese intelligence suffered
its worst mishap when the Americans broke
their code and tricked the Japanese into
revealing the target of their attack. It was a
mistake from which they would never recover.
As the military might of Japan was forced to
retreat and her forces deteriorated, so too did
her intelligence services.
The Secret War for China - Panagiotis
Dimitrakis 2017-09-22
In 1927, Chiang Kai-shek - the head of China's
military academy and leader of the Kuomintang
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(KMT) - began the `northern expeditions' to
bring China's northern territories back under
the control of the state. It was during this period
that the KMT purged communist activities,
fractured the army and sparked the Chinese
Civil War - which would rage for over twenty
years. The communists, led by General Mao TseTsung, were for much of the period forced
underground and concentrated in the Chinese
countryside. As the author argues, this resulted
in China's war featuring unusually high levels of
espionage and sabotage, and increased the
military importance of information gathering.
Based on newly declassified material, Panagiotis
Dimitrakis charts the double-crossings, secret
meetings and bloody assassinations which would
come to define China's future. Uniquely, The
Secret War for China gives equal weighting to
the role of foreign actors: the role of British
intelligence in unmasking Communist
International (Comintern) agents in China, for
example, and the allies' attempts to turn
nationalist China against the Japanese. The
Secret War for China also documents the
clandestine confrontation between Mao and
Chiang and the secret negotiations between
Chiang and the Axis Powers, whose forces he
employed against the CCP once the Second
World War was over. In his turn, Mao employed
nationalist forces who had defected - during the
last three years of the civil war about 105 out of
869 KMT generals defected to the CCP. This
book is an urgent and necessary guide to the
intricacies of the Chinese Civil War, a war which
decisively shaped the modern Asian world.
Secret Allies in the Pacific - Roland H. Worth
2001-09-15
Having written two previous books about the
Pacific theater of World War II, Worth here
reveals how the US, Britain, and other countries
cooperated to decrypt Japanese messages before
the US was officially in the war. Among those
other countries are Australia, the Philippines,
Canada, the Dutch East Indies, and China. c.
Book News Inc.
Intelligence, Defence and Diplomacy - Richard J.
Aldrich 2013-07-23
What was Britain's reaction to the death of
Stalin? How has Britain reconciled a modern
nuclear strategy with its traditional imperial
defence commitments around the world? How

has secret intelligence affected the Special
Relationship' since 1945? Certain clear
questions and perennial themes run through
British overseas policy since 1945. This book
examines them, drawing on new research by
leading historians and scholars in the field.
In the Service of the Emperor - Edward J. Drea
2003-01-01
Japan?s war in Asia and the Pacific from 1937 to
1945 continues to be a subject of great interest,
yet the wartime Japanese army remains little
understood outside Japan. Most published
accounts rely on English-language works written
in the 1950s and 1960s. The Japanese-language
sources have remained relatively inaccessible to
Western scholars in part because of the difficulty
of the language, a difficulty that Edward J. Drea,
who reads Japanese, surmounts. In a series of
searching examinations of the structure, ethos,
and goals of the Japanese military establishment,
Drea offers new material on its tactics,
operations, doctrine, and leadership. Based on
original military documents, official histories,
court diaries, and Emperor Hirohito?s own
words, these twelve essays introduce Western
readers to fifty years of Japanese scholarship
about the war and Japan?s military institutions.
In addition, Drea uses recently declassified
Allied intelligence documents related to Japan to
challenge existing views and conventional
wisdom about the war.
The Emperor's Codes - Michael Smith
2011-08-01
In this gripping, previously untold story from
World War II, Michael Smith examines how code
breakers cracked Japan’s secret codes and won
the war in the Pacific. He also takes the reader
step by step through the process, explaining
exactly how the code breakers went about their
daunting task—made even more difficult by the
vast linguistic differences between Japanese and
English. The Emperor’s Codes moves across the
world from Bletchley Park to Pearl Harbor, from
Singapore to Colombo, and from Mombasa to
Melbourne. It tells the stories of John Tiltman,
the British soldier turned code breaker who
made many of the early breaks in Japanese
diplomatic and military codes; Commander Joe
Rochedort, the leading expert on Japanese in
U.S. naval intelligence; Eric Nave, the Australian
sailor who pioneered breakthroughs in
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deciphering Japanese naval codes; and Oshima
Hiroshi, the hard-drinking Japanese ambassador
to Berlin whose candid, often verbose reports to
Tokyo of his conversations with Hitler and other
high-ranking Nazis were a major source of
intelligence in the war against Germany.
Without the dedication demonstrated by these
relatively unsung heroes, the outcome of World
War II might have been very different.
Intelligence and Strategic Surprises - Ariel
Levite 1987
Captains Without Eyes - Lyman B Kirkpatrick
Jr 2019-05-20
Written by a former Inspector General and
Executive Director of the CIA. It describes the
role of the failure in gathering and analyzing
intelligence behind Barbarossa (German attack
on Russia), Pearl Harbor, the 1942 Allied landing
at Dieppe, France, the "Market Garden" assault
on Arnhem ("A Bridge Too Far"), and the Battle
of the Bulge.
Intelligence and International Relations,
1900-1945 - Christopher Andrew 1987
The essays in this volume assess the influence of
intelligence on the Second World War and open
up a number of other important areas for
research. Studies of the growth of the imperial
intellignece network cast new light on subjects
ranging from Canadian surveillance of
Vancouver Sikhs to signals intelligence in the
Middle East. Studies of Japanese intelligence
indicate the significance of Asian intelligence
systems as a factor in modern international
relations. A number of contributors emphasize
the slowness with which governments and high
commands learned to assess and use the
intelligence they received. Contributions by
Anthony Adamthwaite, Christopher Andrew,
Patrick Beesly, Ralph Bennett, Dr John W. M.
Chapman, Sir Harry Hinsley, Dr Keith Jeffery, Dr
Peter Morris, Ian Nish, Jeremy Noakes, Richard
Popplewell, Professor Jürgen Rohwer, Dr Alan
Sharp, Jean Stengers, E. E. Thomas and Dr
Bernd Wegner
Intelligence and Strategy - John Ferris
2007-05-07
John Ferris' work in strategic and intelligence
history is widely praised for its originality and
the breadth of its research. At last his major
pioneering articles are now available in this one

single volume. In Intelligence and Strategy these
essential articles have been fundamentally
revised to incorporate new evidence and
information withheld by governments when they
were first published. This volume reshapes the
study of communications intelligence by tracing
Britain's development of cipher machines
providing the context to Ultra and Enigma, and
by explaining how British and German signals
intelligence shaped the desert war. The author
also explains how intelligence affected British
strategy and diplomacy from 1874 to 1940 and
world diplomacy during the 1930s and the
Second World War. Finally he traces the roots
for contemporary intelligence, and analyzes
intelligence and the RMA as well as the role of
intelligence in the 2003 Gulf War. This volume
ultimately brings new light to our understanding
of the relations between intelligence, strategy
and diplomacy between the end of the 19th
century and the beginning of the 21st century.
Combined Fleet Decoded - John Prados 1995
Reveals the important contribution of American
codebreakers and intelligence analysts to the
nation's victory over Japan during World War II
and shows how the Japanese followed American
maneuvers in the Pacific. 15,000 first printing.
The Road to Pearl Harbor - John H. Maurer
2022-10-15
The Road to Pearl Harbor offers a timely
examination of the conflict in the Pacific prior to
the attacks on Pearl Harbor and offers lessons
applicable to understanding contemporary Great
Power flash points between Asia and the West.
This volume brings together renowned
historians and analysts of grand strategy to map
out the fateful decisions that culminated in war.
The contributors take a pragmatic view of the
policy and strategy options, as well as the
decisions made by the leaders of the great
powers. This important history underscores that
the choices made by political, military, and naval
leaders mattered in determining questions of
war and peace. Highlighting Japan’s war against
China and the protracted resistance of ChiangKai-shek’s Nationalist regime, The Road to Pearl
Harbor provides historical context for
understanding the struggle for mastery in Asia
and decisions for war. The book also makes an
important contribution to interwar naval history
by examining the views of the Japanese navy’s
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leaders, who wanted to build up their navy to
defeat Britain and the United States at sea. This
history is certainly relevant, as the concluding
chapter demonstrates in an eye-opening
examination of the current views held by
Chinese naval officers about how to fight a
future war in the Pacific.
Intelligence and the War Against Japan Richard J. Aldrich 2000-04-13
This book explores the politics of the British and
American secret service during the Far Eastern
War.
Russian Military Intelligence in the War with
Japan, 1904-05 - Evgeny Sergeev 2007-04-23
Examining Russian military intelligence in the
war with Japan of 1904-05, this book, based on
newly-accessible documents from the tsarist era
military, naval and diplomatic archives, gives an
overview of the origins, structure and
performance of Russian military intelligence in
the Far East at the turn of the twentieth century,
investigating developments in strategic and

tactical military espionage, as well as combat
renaissance. It provides a comprehensive
reappraisal of the role of military intelligence in
the years immediately preceding the First World
War, by comparing the Russian military secret
services to those of the other great powers,
including Britain, Germany, France and Japan.
Operation Matador - Chit Chung Ong 1997
"Operation Matador: Britain's War Plans against
the Japanese 1918-1941 traces the British
defence policy through those years, primarily
from a military point of view, but taking into
account the political, diplomatic and human
factors involved. Based on painstaking research
in British archives and his own insights as a
Singaporean academic, Ong Chit Chung's
illuminating study debunks the myth that the
Singapore guns were pointing in the wrong
direction and offers an alternative insight into
why Malaya and Singapore were captured by the
Japanese."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved
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